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Houston, We Have Liftoff
Flair Grows Domestic Production Capabilities with New Totani Machine

I

n order to meet continued growth and customer demand, Flair is excited to
announce that we have installed a new Totani pouch making machine in our
Houston, TX facility. Known as the “World Leader in Pouch Making Machinery,”
Totani’s machines produce high-quality pouches which can be used in a wide range of
applications. This particular machine is designed to run smaller sized retort pouches,
producing both stand up pouches and three side seal bags. After successful tests were
conducted in mid-April, the new machine is officially up and running.
Flair continues to make investments that increase our capabilities to help meet
our customers’ needs. This new addition allows Flair to produce pouches certified
as “Made in America,” providing our customers with shorter lead times while also
meeting Flair’s stringent food safety requirements. The Houston facility still has the
capacity for two additional machines to meet future demand.
Flair is also installing a Quality Control laboratory in Houston, which currently
includes six testing machines primarily focused on retort pouches. The new laboratory
equipment includes a bursting strength tester, autoclave, precision micrometers,
magnifying scope, vacuum leak tester, and impulse sealer. Flair also has future plans to
include a universal tester, heat sealers, and more. Having these testing machines
on-site helps to ensure we are providing our customers with high quality products. ■

Contact your Flair representative or call
920-574-3121 for additional information!

Team Building
Customer Support Team
Flair is committed to providing
exceptional customer service. To keep
up with our rapid growth, Flair has
recently added experienced Customer
Service Representatives to an already
strong team.
Lynn Highland joined Flair as a
Customer Support Representative for
stock products in January 2014. Lynn
brings a wealth of experience to Flair
having worked in customer support
for more than 16 years. Lynn can be
reached at 920-750-6338 or lynn.
highland@flairpackaging.com.
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Rick Heller is a valuable addition
to Flair, bringing four years of
customer service experience to the
team. Rick joined Flair in February
2014 and will specialize in custom
products. He also has experience in
the packaging industry, working for
ten years in production planning at
Bemis Curwood. Call Rick at
920-750-7280 or email at rick.heller
@flairpackaging.com.
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BLAKE GUTSMIEDL

Anne Madden spent nine years in
customer service with Bemis Curwood
and joined Flair in February 2014.
She will focus on supporting Flair’s
customers with custom and stock
products. Anne can be reached at
920-882-9325 or email at anne.
madden@flairpackaging.com.
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Come See Us at the
Upcoming AAMP Show!
AAMP American Convention
of Meat Processors
Booth # 530

June 19-21
Hilton Milwaukee
City Center
Milwaukee, WI
www.aamp.com/event-calendar/
aamp-convention/

Team Building
Marketing Team
As Flair continues to grow, it was
important for the company to increase
its internal marketing presence. Since
the beginning of 2014, Flair has added
two marketing associates to focus on
internal and external communications,
new product launches, and various
marketing duties.
Bryan Saxe joined Flair in January
2014 as a Marketing Specialist and
brings more than seven years of
marketing experience to the team.
He will be responsible for internal and

external communications including
newsletters and press releases. Call
Bryan at 920-574-3128 or email at
bryan.saxe@flairpackaging.com.
Flair welcomed Blake Gutsmiedl
to the Marketing team in February
2014. Blake recently graduated from
the University of Wisconsin-Madison
with a BBA degree in Marketing. He
will be focused on programs for new
product launches. Blake can be reached
at 920-574-3121 or blake.gutsmiedl@
flairpackaging.com. ■

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT:

Matrix24 Laboratories Provides
Necessary Buzzkill for the Outdoors

M

osquitoes are nasty insects. Along with an itchy bite, they can carry and
transmit a number of diseases. In addition, most mosquito repellents use
sprays or chemicals that cover our bodies with dangerous toxins, chemicals,
and poisons, which makes inhalation a serious concern – especially for
children. Who wants to worry about all that while camping or enjoying your
own backyard?
Matrix24 Laboratories founder John Harlin was determined to find a
better, all-natural alternative. After six years of research and development,
EverSafe all-natural mosquito control was introduced to the market in
2014. The all-natural formula is a non-toxic, mostly botanical formula that
only requires the user to add water to activate the solution. Once activated,
EverSafe™ releases a safe scent that jams the mosquitoes’ receptors and causes
them not to bite. Just one EverSafe™ unit protects 1/3 of an acre — about
the size of an average backyard — for a full week. When the week is up,
simply replace the pouch or refill your Pyramid unit for continuous
protection. In most conditions, EverSafe™ clears an area of biting
mosquitoes in about two hours.
For assistance in getting this innovative product to the market,
Harlin sought guidance from the packaging experts at Flair Flexible
Packaging and Flair representative Neil Kopinski. Since the product
is not a spray nor is it applied to skin or clothing, the formula needed
a proper container to hold the material and allow the vapor to escape.
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“They have taken a genuine interest in our
product and our needs from a technical
standpoint, while still showing concern for
being cost effective,” said Harlin.
Flair produces the pouches which
are available in green or camouflage; the
die-cut pouches are small, portable, and
contain hang holes for ease of placement.
Consumers can also purchase a plastic
pyramid unit which serves a similar
purpose as the pouch but is reusable, more
durable, and blends in discreetly with the
lawn or landscaping.
Flair assisted with the design of
the camouflage pouches and utilized
our rotogravure printing and color
match capabilities to ensure the pouch
aligned properly with Matrix24’s
request. “Flair’s customer support
team has been great to work with as
they are always accessible and very
responsive,” stated Harlin. ■
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